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General Books

Various topics related to juries can be found within our Federal practice materials beginning with KF 8836. Search the indexes. Other jury and juror information can be found at KF 8971.

Winning the Jury: How to Be More Persuasive
KFW 2942 .C45 2007
Wisconsin Pleading and Practice
KFW2930.A65 B725
Wisconsin Practice Series
KFW 2930 .W6

Jury Duty

Jury Service in Wisconsin
KFW 2942 .J8 2004 DVD

KF 8972 .F47 2013

Jury reform in Wisconsin : where we have been, where we are now, and where we are going
by Chief Judge James D. Miller, Subcommittee on Juror Treatment and Selection, UW Law School, 2006
KFW 2942 .R4 2006

Grand Juries

The topic of grand juries is discussed within a number of our general Federal and Wisconsin practice sets.

"Grand jury / John Doe proceedings"
Wisconsin Judicial Benchbooks: Criminal.
Section CR48
KFW 2915 .W5 J85

Corpus juris secundum, Grand Juries sections 88 et seq.
KF 154 .C62

Federal grand juries: the law in a nutshell
Congressional Research Service
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Instructions

Pattern jury instructions for the Federal circuits, including the 7th circuit, are located in two different call numbers areas. Civil instructions are located in KF 8984 and criminal in KF 9682. Be sure to also look in subject-specific areas of the library.

Federal Jury Practice and Instructions
KF 8984 .D4
Multi-volume set containing both civil and criminal instructions. Set is accompanied by the Federal Jury Practice and Instructions Companion Handbook.

The art of instructing the jury
by Robert L. McBride
KF 8984 .M26

Making jury instructions understandable
by Amiram Elwork and others
KF 8983 .E4

Modern Federal Jury Instructions
KF 9682 .A65 M64
This six volume set contains both civil and criminal instructions.

Wisconsin Jury Instructions
Children: KFW 2942 .A8105 W5
Civil: KFW 2942 .A8107 W5
Criminal: KFW 2983 .A8107 W5

Selection

Goldstein Trial Technique
KF 8915 .G63

Jury Selection: The Law, Art, and Science of Selecting a Jury
KF 8979 .G63

Mastering voir dire and jury selection: gain an edge in questioning and selecting your jury
by Jeffrey T. Frederick
KF 8979 .F73 2018.

Trial Techniques and Trials
KF 8915 .M381 2013

Verdicts

National Jury Verdict Review and Analysis
KF 1256 .A15 N2

Personal Injury Valuation Handbook
KF 1256 .A8 P47

Verdicts, Settlements and Tactics
KF 1256 .A15 V57

Wisconsin Verdicts and Settlements
KFW 2942.4 .A53 V47
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